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Abstract: This article examines time recording and time practices in Kenmu nitchü

gyöji, a medieval document describing daily and monthly routine at the court of
Emperor Go-Daigo in the beginning of the fourteenth century. By probing into the

text's Chronographie and chronopolitical features, it is shown that Kenmu nitchü

gyöji is strongly concerned with temporality, providing an ideal in which court
regularities are meant to repeat identically according to a minutely regulated

sequential progression. These peculiar temporal characteristics exhibit the text's

political function: by way of a chronological and at the same time cyclical structure,

the image of a divine order is provided, thus legitimizing imperial rule.

Keywords: chronography, chronopolitics, imperial court, Kenmu nitchü gyöji,
medieval Japan, time

1 Introduction

This article1 examines temporal regimes at the imperial court of medieval Japan as

reflected in a document known as Kenmu nitchü gyöji HÄ 0 rfJt'ff (Daily
Observances of the Kenmu Era), attributed to the authorship of Emperor Go-Daigo

IMfSRil (1288-1339, r. 1318-1339),2 who is known for his coup to overthrow the

shogunate and restore imperial rule, the so-called Kenmu Renovation (Kenmu no

shinsei ÄÄCDSUi5c, 1333-1336). It describes the reputed daily and monthly routine

1 This project has received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the European

Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant agreement No 741166). I am

very grateful for valuable comments on earlier versions of this article by members of the ERC

Advanced Grant Project Time in Medieval Japan (TIMEJ) at the University of Zurich (PI Raji C.

Steineck), as well as the reviewers and editors of this volume.

2 Supporting evidence for the authorship of Emperor Go-Daigo is provided by Tokoro 1989: 416.
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at Emperor Go-Daigo's court in the beginning of the fourteenth century. The text

exemplifies how the imperial palace was idealized as a refined and integral
spatiotemporal mechanism. The document may be considered part of Go-Daigo's
reform ambitions to revive or "reinvent"3 discarded court etiquette from the Heian

period.
Kenmu nitchü gyöji is part of a literary tradition of manuals describing court

ceremonies and etiquette (yüsoku kojitsu The genre developed from
kanbun nikki /JtA 0 IS, sinographic diaries written by male aristocrats.4 The specific

subcategory of nitchü gyöji 0 Af?# (daily observances) emerged in the ninth
century.5 Early examples are volume 10 ofSaikyüki MIfIB (Records from the Western

Palace, 969) written by Minamoto no Takaakira WtMWi (914-982), Kanpyö kurödo

shiki SlA/SEAA (Rites of Chamberlains in the Kanpyö Era), Tenryaku kurödo shiki

ABÄSAÄ (Rites of Chamberlains in the Tenryaku Era), a lost work presumably
written in the middle of the tenth century,6 and the nitchü gyöji 0 (Daily
Observances) in the imperial Higashiyama Library (Higashiyama Gobunko AlMWA
ÄA), presumably written at the beginning of the eleventh century, that is known
under the title Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchü gyöji" [f 0

The work attributed to Emperor Go-Daigo initially did not have a specific title
but like the text in the Higashiyama Library was simply transmitted as nitchü gyöji.

According to Edo-period scholar Öishi Chibiki ATTA? I (1770-1834), who
provided the work's earliest encompassing annotation with Nitchü gyöji ryakuge 0

fx(Brief Explanation of Nitchü gyöji, 1820), the title nitchü gyöji used to be

crowned with prefixes designating the imperial palace such as dairi AS, kinchü

A, or kinri S#.8 Kenmu nitchü gyöji, which is the work's most commonly used

title today, was popularized in the Edo period (1603-1868).9 As the work is

attributed to the authorship of Emperor Go-Daigo, it is also known under the name
of Go-Daigo tennö nitchü gyöji fMllSIAâ 0 AfrS (Daily Observances of Emperor
Go-Daigo). The text's time of production is not known, but it is generally dated to

the beginning of the Kenmu era (1334-1336).10 Investigations into the work's

3 Goble 2001:128.

4 Matsuzono/Kondö 2017:1.

5 Matsuzono/Kondö 2017:16.

6 The work is mainly known by quotations in Saikyüki and Jichü gun 'yö W T1 If® (Cornerstones of

Jichü Officials, eleventh century).
7 See Nishimoto 2012:139-153,155. Nishimoto derives the date of text formation from similarities
with Jichü gun'yö, from the work's quotations of other texts as well as from peculiarities of etiquette
that suggest that the work must have been written in the first half of the eleventh century.
8 Öishi 1951 [1820], quoted in Tokoro 1989: 419.

9 Tokoro 1989: 416-417.

10 Tokoro 1989: 419.
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counterpart, Kenmu nenjügyöji (Annual Observances of the Kenmu
Era),11 describing 86 annual ceremonies at the imperial court and also attributed to
the authorship of Emperor Go-Daigo, suggests that the work may also have been

written slightly earlier.12 The author allegedly relied on a number of reference

works. Tokoro mentions Jichü gun'yö (Cornerstones of Chamberlains)
from the late eleventh century, and Kinpishö (Annotations of Court Secrets,
1221).13 In my view, the most important model was probably Higashiyama gobun-
kobon "nitchü gyöji" that not only in content but also regarding its structure and

Chronographie features strikingly resembles Kenmu nitchü gyöji. Other than
previous nitchü gyöji, Kenmu nitchü gyöji is written in vernacular language (kana

majiri-bun {R% 34 IT V JC), which may be considered the work's most striking
peculiarity. More than 40 manuscripts and three printed editions are transmitted,
namely the ones included in Gunsho ruijü (Collection of Writings Sorted

by Type, 1971 [1779 and 1819], vol. 26), Shinchü kögaku sösho (Newly
Annotated Book Series of Imperial Studies, 1926-1931, vol. 5) and Ressei zenshü

(Complete Collection of Canonized Works, 1915-1917, vol. 6).14 Most of
them seem to be based on a transcript from 1527.15 The most detailed annotation is

provided by Wada Hidematsu (1865-1937).16 For his comprehensive analysis
completed in 1903, Wada compared different manuscripts by relying heavily on
Oishi's commentary.17 Wada's annotation was revised and republished in 1929 and
reworked once more in a paperback book by Tokoro Isao in 1989 (Ködansha).

In the following, I will examine temporal regimes at the court of Emperor
Go-Daigo as reflected in Kenmu nitchü gyöji by analyzing the work's Chronographie
features as well as time-specific court practices described in the text. The article
closes with a full annotated English translation of Kenmu nitchü gyöji, the first

rendering of the text into a Western language. For the translation, I relied on
Wada's annotated version, which again builds on Öishi's annotation from 1820.

The translation itself is based on the text in Shinchü kögaku sösho (vol. 5).

11 The work was annotated in detail by Wada Hidematsu (1989a [1903]) and translated into
German by Verena Bliimmel (1979).

12 See Matsuzono/Kondö 2017: 68, 73; Bliimmel 1979:12-13.

13 Tokoro 1989: 419.

14 Nitchü gyöji (1915-1917); Nitchü gyöji (1926-1931); Nitchü gyöji (1971). The Gunsho ruijü text (no.

466) is available online on JapanKnowledge.
15 Available online at: https://www.wul.waseda.ac.jp/kotenseki/html/wa03/wa03_06274/
index.html. (last visited June 16, 2021).

16 Wada 1989a [1903]. Wada's commentary is digitized in the version of 1903. It is available online

on the website of the National Diet Library (Kokkai Toshokan HèlUtfÜ): https://dl.ndl.go.jp/
info:ndljp/pid/772031 (last visited June 16, 2021).

17 See Tokoro 1989: 432.
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2 Chronography in Kenmu nitchu gyöji

Kenmu nitchü gyöji purportedly records the daily procedures at the court of
Emperor Go-Daigo. The text begins, according to the Chinese zodiac system
of 12 hours of the day (jüni shinkoku in the early morning at the hour
of the Hare (c. 5-7 am) with the raising of the lattice shutters and the morning
cleaning of the palace. Thereafter, the document describes various daily
observances such as the imperial washing and meals, and it ends with the lightening of
the oil lamps in the emperor's sleeping room at night (Table 1). The work closes

with brief overviews of pertinent monthly court observances such as the

reporting of the officials' working hours to the emperor on the third day, the six
Buddhist days of abstinence rokusainichi TvS 0,19 or the memorial service
Kannon-gu H;eHä.20 Below are two examples:

On the first day of every month, the kurödo21 changes the timesheets (hanachigami %£%&.) on
the [duty] board [...].

18 One time unit (shinkoku M.M or toki B#) equals about two modern hours. They were subdivided
into four quarters (koku M or ten M). In the Heian period, time was measured with water clocks

(rökoku MM) and announced by the Yin-Yang Office (Onmyöryö ßiHS), the government office in
charge of astronomical observations, divination, and calendar making (see note 86). Whether this

system was still in practice during the time of Emperor Go-Daigo is not clear. For further details on
time measurement in premodern Japan, see, e.g., Yuasa 2015.

19 rokusainichi TkiSf 0 : six monthly days of abstinence on the 8th, 14th, 15th, 23rd, 29th, and last

day of the month, on which laypeople had to abide to eight purifications (hassaikai ASttfe), by

refraining from 1) killing living beings, 2) stealing, 3) lying, 4) drinking, 5) sexual intercourse, 6)

meals in the afternoon, 7) sleeping in elevated or wide beds, 8) perfuming.
20 Kannon-gu ®iaTJf : service for the Buddhist deity Kannon on behalf of the health and welfare
of the emperor conducted monthly on the 18th day by gojiisö monks (see note 228) in the Two-Bay
Room (futama AfsJ, see note 198), a room at the Seiryöden ?#W®, the emperor's residential

palace (see note 27), that housed a Kannon image. This service was therefore also called futama no

gu (service of the Two-Bay Room).

21 kurödo MA: government officials of the chamberlains' office Kurödodokoro MAWt. They

initially administered the imperial archive and lawsuits and later served as close attendants of the

emperor in charge of the transmission of imperial edicts and reports, the execution of appointment
ceremonies and festivities, and the utensils and clothing of the palace. The Kurödodokoro presided

over the tenjöbito J®tJiA (see note 55), high ranked officials who had access to the emperor's
residential palace Seiryöden and was administered by a director-general, the so-called bettö SU S,
in charge of transmitting imperial edicts, and two directors (kurödo no tö MA<DM), in charge of
various business affairs. The directors held the fourth rank, their subordinates the fifth or sixth
rank. The kurödo of the fifth rank were in charge of various duties, the kurödo of the sixth rank of
the emperor's meals. They attended alternatingly in a daily rhythm (cf. Wada 1983: 211). The office

of kurödo was very prestigious. The term kurödo is also used as an abbreviation of female kurödo

(nyokurödo icMA), court ladies under the rank of naishi rtf# (see note 120) and myöbu (see

note 134), who were in charge of various duties. Here, the term probably refers to male kurödo.
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Table 1: Structure of Kenmu nitchü gyöji

Time of the Day Observances

hour of the Hare (u no toki 9fl(DW) - morning cleaning (asagiyome IB)#)
(c. 5-7 am) - raising of lattice shutters (agekôshi ±fêT-)

hour of the Dragon {tatsu no toki SS.O Bf) - imperial washing (oyu o küzu HPHS'fMf')
(c. 7-9 am) - prayer at the Lime Altar (ishibai no dan no

ryôdan saihai P)
in the morning (asa no hodo fSroSü') - informal breakfast {asagareino omono I8tl»iro

astro)
- meal of upper court officials (ue no onoko-

domo no daiban -t<D!ê t"t ro cîSS)

- work time reporting (nikkyû 0 fê)

hour of the Horse (uma no koku ^pro^l) - formal morning meal (=lunch) (asa no gozen
(c. 11 am-1 pm) UJroffiMt

hour of the Sheep (hitsuji no koku fc(DM) (no specific observance recorded)

(c. 1-3 pm)

hour of the Monkey (saru no koku $ (DM) - formal evening meal (=dinner) (yü no gozen
(c. 3-5 pm) ^rotPJi)
when the daily affairs are finished (hiru no - lightening [shötö
koto-domo hatenureba äl<Oi: t^TiôfiB:) - storing of [duty] board (fuda ofüzu BS-S iff)
hour of the Boar (/' no toki 9-11 pm) - lowering of lattice shutters (sageköshi "F+S-f)

- name-calling (nadaimen

relocation of dining tables (daiban'yose

lightening of the Royal Bedchamber (yoru no

otodo no sashiabura fërofflliîroè L;É)

On the Six Days of Fasting, without fail, abstinence needs to be abided to.22

The work thus has a double structure: the first part, comprising around 90% of the

whole text, describes the daily routine of the court, while the last part, covering
about 10%, depicts its monthly routine. In terms of chronography,23 both parts are
structured chronologically, pointing at linear morphologies of time.24 However,
the observances are not dated and therefore not—as is the case with kanbun

diaries—structured as a linear flow within "fully relational" historical time with an

22 Nitchü gyöji 1926-1931: 7 (see Japanese source text below, Sections 14 and 15).

23 The terminology used for describing the chronography of the text follows Steineck (2018), who

distinguishes between "Chronographie modes of expression" (implicit/explicit), "Chronographie
dimensions" (theoretical-descriptive/practical-prescriptive/aesthetic-expressive) and "Chronographie

functions of determination" (metric/thetic/typological/modal).
24 Maki 2003:163.

when going to sleep (o-shizumari no hodo ni

SPP^brogC)
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open end—meaning that it is possible to calculate the temporal distance to those

events from our present position in time—but as one prototypical daily or monthly
cycle within "absolute" time.25 In the quotation above, this cyclical structure is

implied by iterative expressions such as "on the first day of every month" (maigetsu

tsuitachi M fl — 0 The text thus exhibits linear and cyclical temporal features alike.

Another genre-specific Chronographie peculiarity is the text's chronological
structuring along the zodiac hours, followed by stating the central observance that
takes place within this specific time frame. After that, the progression of the

respective affair is described in detail chronologically. The following entries

exemplify the text's Chronographie structure:

At the hour of the Monkey [c. 3-5 pm], the evening meal is served. Its etiquette is the same as

in the morning. [...]

When the daily affairs are finished, the lights are put on here and there with portable
candlesticks: first at the two lanterns at the unroofed balcony of the Jijüden,26 and the five
lanterns of the Seiryöden.27 [...]

At the hour of the Boar [c. 9-11 pm], the lattice shutters and bamboo blinds are lowered, and
the lanterns of the second bay are taken inside and put on the hangers. Each lattice shutter is

lowered and the shitone cushions changed. [...]

When going to sleep, the dining table of the Courtiers' Hall (tenjö[noma]2S) is placed at the

wall of the Kyöshoden,29 and everyone goes to the tatami mats and lies down. They take the

zither and render it their pillow.30

25 Steineck 2018:175.

26 Jijüden t^FJSh one of the main buildings of the Heian palace situated at the center of the

palace and east of the Seiryöden. It was also called Chüden 4® (Central Palace) or Töden S®
(Eastern Palace). Originally, it was used as the emperor's daily living quarters, but they were
relocated to the Seiryöden (see note 27) in the ninth century. From then on, the Jijüden was used for

private dinners, Sumo wrestling, and imperial music performances.
27 Seiryöden fniïîJSt: habitual residence of the emperor, located in the west of the Jijüden (see

note 26). Since the middle of the Heian period, it was also used for official ceremonies such as

investitures joi IXfïï), appointments jimoku Ü? @ or the New Year's ceremony Salute to the Four
Directions {shihöhai Eli'#). At the time of the text's production, Emperor Go-Daigo resided at the

Nijö Tominoköji Palace since the Imperial Palace had burned down in 1227. The

Nijö Tominoköji Palace was constructed after the model of the Imperial Palace.

28 tenjö Jïf_h: in a broad sense, the term designates the Imperial Palace (dairi rtjf), but most

commonly it is used as an abbreviation of the Courtiers' Hall (tenjönoma JUiKDfal), a waiting room,
office, and council room at the southern aisle of the Seiryöden where the tenjöbito (see note 55) were
stationed (cf. Asai 1985:38). It was primarily the waiting room of the kurödo (see note 21), but it was also

used for consultations of kugyö ÄffiP, senior nobles from the first to the third rank (see note 219). In the

Courtiers' Hall, the emperor's dining table (daiban "a®, the royal chair for the emperor's appearances
and outings {ishi It®, the officials' duty board (tenjö no fuda JS-h<7)f8), etc. were reposited.
29 Kyöshoden f&ïtiSh pavilion housing the historical archives, administered by the kurödo.

30 Nitchü gyôji 1926-1931:1, 6, 7 (see Japanese source text below, Sections 7,11 and 12).
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The first sentence of each observance functions as sort of heading that structures the

text temporally and provides orientation to the reader. Pertaining to chronography,
the headings exemplify an explicitly affirmative qualitative, or "chronothetic"31

determination of time (at the hour X, action A takes place; at hour Y, action B takes

place). The text's specific sequential structure can be expressed as follows: la)
temporal specification 1, -> lb) main action 1, -> lc) detailed progression of main action 1

(or reference to identical progression described earlier in the text), -> 2a) temporal
specification 2, —> 2b) main action 2, -> 2c) detailed progression of main action 2, etc.

This temporal structure differs from other texts that allegedly have served as models,
such as Jichü gun'yö and Kinpishö, which are structured according to specific themes,
offices or observations. On the other hand, this structure along clock time shows

striking similarities with Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchü gyöji", in which the

temporal-topical headings are even more distinguished since they are marked by the

topical expression koto # (affair). A comparison of entries of Higashiyama gobunkobon

"nitchü gyöji" and Kenmu nitchü gyöji exemplifies the difference:

At the hour ofthe Hare [c. 5-7 am] the [main] affair is the morning cleaning by the [custodians of
the] palace provisions office Tonomoryö. Court officials instruct their subordinates to wipe and
clean the Southern Palace's garden and the eastern garden of the Seiryöden, the pots of the
Breakfast Room (asagarei), the kitchen, and other places. [...] At the hour of the Dragon [...] is

the raising of the lattice shutters. One kurödo enters from the Demon Room (oninoma32).33

At the hour of the Hare [c. 5-7 am] ,34 the kurödo stir at the sound of the morning cleaning by the

[custodians of the]palaceprovisions office Tonomori no Tsukasa35 and raise the lattice shutters

31 Steineck 2018:173.

32 oninoma Ä : room in the south of the western aisle. On its southern wall was a painting of the
Indian heroic figure Hakutaö Ê tR3î killing a demon. In the eastern edge of the southern wall was a

small window in the shape of a comb through which court ladies could peek into the Courtiers'

Hall, the station of court officials. On the border to the main hall (moya fitS) was a so-called torii
sliding door (torii shöji JftjURiri1) with a Japanese painting, on the border to the Table Room

(daibandokoro -pftiff, see note 145), a cloth sliding door (nuno shöji and inside was a

cabinet with double doors (zushi MA), where the imperial tableware was stored. The officials who
had night shifts were stationed in the Demon Room after the emperor had retreated to the Royal
Bedchamber (yoru no otodo tSWISf).

33 9m, tAKT[...]«T, &mn¥km-mw.wMm- •£«
pJtMRpJt^o [] MM, [...l-kfê-T-y, MA^AAê JIPhL Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchü

gyöji" 2008: 51; 2013: 233, emphasis added.

34 In other nitchu gyöji, for instance Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchu gyöji" (cf. Yoshinouchi
2008: 52; 2013: 233) or Saikyûki (1953:129) and other documents on court observances (e.g., Jichü

gun'yö 1984: 362), the time of raising the lattice shutters is at the first quarter of the hour of the

Dragon (tatsu ikkoku M^M), corresponding to approximately 7:00-7:30 am. The hour of the Hare

is somewhat unusual for this activity.
35 Tonomori no Tsukasa (Tonomoryö 5ËiS5^): office of the Ministry of the Imperial
Household (Kunaishö 'ÊiAfi) (or its officials) in charge of the administration of the palace's
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of the Seiryoden. [A kurodo] tries to push open [the door in the] second bay to the south. As it is

still locked, he enters from the Demon Room.36

Whereas the former excerpt from Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchü gyöji" is

decidedly documentary, Kenmu nitchü gyöji appears to be more subjective and

situational. This difference might be due to a divergence in language: the use of
Japanese seems to render Kenmu nitchü gyöji more "narrative" than its Chinese

counterpart.37

Another critical difference between Kenmu nitchü gyöji and its generic
predecessor is a higher degree of temporal vagueness concerning the daily
observances. Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchü gyöji" is more tightly structured and

consequently states the exact hour of each observance by way of "formal"38 clock

time, sometimes even providing "numeric" quarters (koku M). Kenmu nitchü gyöji
mentions clock time less frequently, and sometimes even uses "material"39 instead

of "formal" chronometry. Another comparison with Higashiyama gobunkobon
"nitchü gyöji" shows the difference:

At the hour of the Dragon [c. 7-9 am], the daily attendance reports of the court officials take

place. [...] At the hour of the Sheep [1-3 pm], the board of the Courtiers' Hall is stored.40

In the morning [...], the daily attendance reports take place. [...] When the daily affairs are

finished, the board of the Courtiers' Hall is stored.41

vehicles, furniture, cleaning of the garden, bathing, lightening, etc. It was managed by a director
(tonomo no kami =Ë®5J), an assistant director (tonomo no suke TËjgfttl), and other staff members

and originally comprised approximately 150 people. There was also a Tonomori no Tsukasa office

at the emperor's Back Palace (kökyü ià'Ê) in charge of the Back Palace's lightening, floor, seats,

and cleaning. It consisted of a director (shöden!tonomori no kami r^JS), two assistant directors

(tenden/tonomori no suke A®), and six servants (nyöju icM, see note 114). See Asai 1985:193-194,

229; Wada 1983:117-118.

36 Nitchü gyöji 1926-1931:1, emphasis added (see Japanese source text below, Section 1).

37 On the text's narrativity and its implications for fictionality, cf. Müller (forthcoming).
38 In Steineck's (2018:175-176) category of "quantitative chronography," which is inspired by
temporal categories developed by Harweg (2008-2009), "formal" refers to chronometry by way of reference

to time units. It is subdivided into "numeralized" chronometry, such as "1966" or "third month,"
and "denominative" chronometry, for instance "autumn," "Monday" or "hour of the Dragon."
39 In Steineck's (2018:175-176) category of "quantitative chronography," "material" refers to
time that is inherent to specific situations. It is subdivided into "implicit material" chronometry,

such as "blossom out and wither," and "explicit material" chronometry, for instance
"when all buds burst."
40 MM, Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchü gyöji" 2008:51;
2013: 233, 238, emphasis added.

41 Nitchü gyöji 1926-1931: 3, 6, emphasis added (see Japanese source text below, Sections 4, 5

and 11).
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Whereas Higashiyamagobunkobon "nitchü gyöji"contains 44 entries in the Chinese

zodiac clock system, Kenmu nitchü gyöji provides only seven such entries. Instead,
"formal nominal" chronometry is used, such as "in the morning" (asa no hodo Hl 69

{3: if) or "material explicit" chronometry, such as "when the daily observances are

over" (hiru no koto-domo hatenureba Hi <73 iff if jpcTSbthfi). Despite these

differences, the chronography ofKenmu nitchü gyöji attests to the fact that the work is

highly concerned with temporality.

3 Chronopolitics in Kenmu nitchu gyoji

By way of the text's Chronographie features, the imperial court is depicted as a

space in which days and months cyclically repeat in the form of an identical
workflow and in which actions are minutely scheduled, not leaving much space for
individual time management, neither on the side of the emperor nor his entourage.
On the linguistic level, the observances, embedded into a fixed temporal order, are

mainly—to use Steineck's (2018) terminology—"theoretical-descriptive," but their
function is "practical-prescriptive" because they are meant to serve as a model to

be followed in precisely the order described. The work's prescriptive character

becomes explicit only sparsely, for instance through the use of the verbal suffix
beshi, which expresses the necessity of an action.42

As in kanbun diaries, the chronological sequence of the individual actions that

are to be followed is interlinked with sequential Chronometrie expressions, such as

"first" (mazu S<3), "next" (tsugi ni &(^), "in sequence" (shidai ni #TÜ{T.), "after"
(ato/nochi W), "before long" (yagate HHT) or—as in the quotation above—by

circumscribing "material chronometry," such as "when daily affairs are finished"

(hiru no koto-domo hatenureba l>-5<D#if t> ÜTiöfllf). Furthermore, the

chronology of actions is coordinated visually by one action becoming the signal for the

next. Below is an exemplary sequential description of the formal morning meal

(=lunch) (asa no gozen H 69#PÜ), taking place at hour of the Horse (c. 11 am-1 pm):

When (hodo) the partitioning sliding door is brought from the Demon Room, the servant at
the royal table (baizen)n heralds the way. He says "make way." [...] First (mazu), the four

spices [miso, salt, vinegar, and sake] are brought. They are placed on the first tray. [...] Next,

42 The verbal suffix beshi appears seven times in the text. See Japanese source text below,
Sections 1, 2, 3, 5,15.

43 baizen RU#: refers to either the act of serving at the imperial dining table or the person serving.
At formal morning and evening meals officials of the fourth rank and at the morning meal in the

Breakfast Room (see note 109), court ladies or officials of the fifth rank and above attended.

According to Yoshinouchi (2013: 250), the duty to serve the formal imperial meals shifted from
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(tsugi ni) the food in the gaiban44 plate is placed [...]. Next (tsugi ni), the third tray: one
kubotsuki'15 basket and four hiramori46 bowls are placed in the middle of the second dining
table.47

The court also provided a system to synchronize actions by acoustic signals.48 One

such example occurs in the context of the imperial washing ceremony:

At the hour of the Dragon [c. 7-9 am], [the custodians of] the palace provisions office

Tonomori no Tsukasa offer hot water to the Emperor. [...] When [the tenjf19} takes the rice

bran, which is placed on a four-legged table, presents it [to the Emperor] and throws [the

earthenware on the floor], a tonomori no suke50 kurôdo [...] hears the sound of the earthenware

and strikes a bowstring.51

The sound of the rice bran, whose earthenware is thrown on the ground, becomes a

signal for the kurödo to strike a bowstring, which represents apotropaic magic
intended to turn away evil spirits and pollution.52 Acoustic and visual
synchronizations may be defined as "causal chronotypological relations,"53 as one action

causes the action next in time.

ladies-in-waiting to officials between the Engi Mit (901-923) and Tenryaku (947-957) era. I

therefore interpreted the baizen here to be male.

44 gaiban itig: plate with a cap, used for the rice at the emperor's lunch.
45 kubotsuki fSüfi (also called kubote 31^): basket made from oak in which food and offerings for
the gods were placed.
46 hiramori ïpSS <Q : rice and vegetables piled up to the edge of the bowl.
47 Nitchü gyöji, 1926-1931: 49, emphasis added (see Japanese source text below, Section 5).

48 In Higashiyamagobunkobon "nitchü gyöji", actions that take place during the same zodiac time

unit are signaled by the term dökoku WiM. Dux (1992), who understands time as a socially created

and evolutionary developed category that allows human beings to coordinate actions (cf. Steineck

2017: 28-29), allocates simultaneous actions to "abstract global time" (abstrakte Weltzeit) (Dux

1992: 336) predominant in modern societies. According to Dux, "abstract global time" evolved in
European cities in the late medieval period as an effect of commercialization (Dux 1992:336-343).

However, Dux refers here to the synchronization of various regional systems that are not in direct

contact with each other (Dux 1992: 77-78), and not - such as in the case of the medieval Japanese

court - to one local place at which various actions are conducted simultaneously.
49 tenji/naishi no suke Âfè: assistant secretary of the Back Palace's handmaids' office Naishi no
Tsukasa Fbf#W].

50 tonomori no suke It : 1. Assistant director of the palace provisions office Tonomori no
Tsukasa (see note 35) of the lower sixth rank. 2. Assistant director of the Back Palace's provisions
office Tonomori no Tsukasa. Here it probably refers to male officials.
51 Nitchü gyöji 1926-1931:1-2 (see Japanese source text below, Section 2).

52 For detailed information on this apotropaic custom, see, e.g., Blacker 1999.

53 Steineck 2018:173.
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Acoustic synchronization of actions is also found in the custom of the courtiers'

name-calling (nadaimen A Alii54), which takes place in the evening at the

hour of the Boar (c. 9-11 pm). Here, human voices become a signal for actions:

After the lowering of the lattice shutters, the name-calling of the tenjö[bito]55 takes place. [...]
The kurödo of the sixth rank come forth in front of the head [kurödo], and when [the head]

queries, "Who are you?", they each give their name. [...] One kurödo of the sixth rank walks on

the wide aisle towards the north, [...] and when [the head kurödo] queries, "Who is attending?",
the takiguchi56 strike a bowstring and everyone calls out his name.57

From other sources, we also know that the court even provided a system by which
the actions of persons in remote rooms could be coordinated. For instance, the
kodoneri /h#A, servants of the chamberlains' office Kurödodokoro MApJf, who

were stationed at the Kyöshoden RtFIS, which is the pavilion housing the
historical archives, used to be called by the kurödo to the Courtiers' Hall by way of

ropes with bells.58

Court observances therefore clearly follow—to use the terminology of Günther
Dux in his sociological theory of time—a "logic of action" (Handlungslogik), in
which each operation has an initiation, execution, and completion,59 or in which—
in the terminology of Maki Yüsuke—observations follow the principle of
"segmented linear time" (senbunteki najikan IS^WfcBtlf]).60

54 nadaimen & M35: specific court etiquette. Roll call, during which the person called upon
responds by giving his name. Also called monjaku (nlfS and tonoimöshi îifltÛ. Usually, it was
conducted for the night guards of the palace and took place at the hour of the Boar (c. 9-11 pm). The

name-calling of the tenjöbito is said to have started in 901.

55 tenjöbito ®_hA: people among court officials of the fourth or fifth rank, who had access to the

Seiryöden, as well as kurödo of the sixth rank. They were stationed at the Courters' Hall, directed by
the head kurödo and were in charge of various duties close to the emperor. They worked as servants

at the royal table (baizen) and night guards [tonoi) in a rotation system (cf. Shimura 2009:1-2).
Tenjöbito serving at court numbered approximately 40-50 people on average (cf. Shimura 2009:

5). According to Kinpishö WMj'P quoting from Kanpyö goyuikai MW-WAM (Bequeathed
Regularities of the Kanpyö Era, 897), the number varied from 25 to over a hundred people (Kinpishö 1971 :

390).

56 takiguchi Ü: P : guards of the imperial palace taking turns on duty. Originally ten, later twenty
men. They were stationed at the takiguchi, a guardroom northeast of the Seiryöden, where the

water of the ditch streamed down. They accompanied the emperor on boat tours, acted as

messengers and were in charge of planting the imperial garden. The name-calling of the takiguchi was

only conducted when more than three people were present. Cf. Wada 1983: 217-218.

57 Mfchü gyöji, 1926-1931: 6 (see Japanese source text below, Section 11).

58 See Ishimura 1987: 87.

59 Dux 1992:121-129.

60 Maki 2003:163,195.
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Not only the sequence of actions but also the court's hierarchy was temporally
regulated. This becomes most apparent at the meal of the tenjöbito l§r_hA,61 high
ranked officials who had access to the Seiryöden:

The upper court officials perform the meal at the Courtiers' Hall. [...] When the head [kurödo]

takes his place at the half-size dining table (kiridaiban62), the people after him come out from
the lower door [of the Courtiers' Hall], make a bow, and, conforming to the head's assignment,

come one after the other to the back end [of the room], [...] The [custodians of the]

palace provisions office Tonomori no Tsukasa, beginning with the low servants, traverse the
Small Garden (koniwa63), and one after the other place the earthenware on the dining table.

[...] The head kurödo says: "The [custodians of the] palace provisions office Tonomori no
Tsukasa shall arrive quickly." Each of the following kurödo [of the fifth rank] says this. [...]
The vice-senior [kurödo] (nirö6A) and the people in rank below wait until the senior [kurödo]
(ichirö65) takes the chopsticks. When he holds the chopsticks, the kurödo lowest in rank do not

put down their chopsticks, do not hold up the earthenware, and eat with their faces turned
down.66

As the quotation exemplifies, people of higher rank had the privilege to take their
seats and chopsticks first and utter commands before the people lower in rank.

Conversely, servants of low rank brought the dishes first.
Hierarchies at the imperial court were not only structured temporally but also

spatially, and these spatiotemporal rules were often interconnected: the order of
seats of the kurödo, for example, was regulated hierarchically according to the

years of service. In the quotation above, the ichirö was the eldest in terms of
employment and therefore had a higher seat position than the vice-senior nirö.67 As

we have already seen in the case of the tenjöbito, the access to specific rooms or the

distance of the courtesan's chambers to those of the emperor were also

hierarchically regulated. Kurödo of higher rank, for instance, were allowed to sleep in the

higher ranked rooms of the palace, i.e., in the Demon Room.68 Hierarchical

structures where thus semanticized topologically by way of complementary

61 tenjöbito JSi_hA: see note 55.

62 kiridaiban dining table half the size of a normal dining table. Two kiridaban put
together could be used as a regular dining table.

63 kom'vvachB: small-sized garden, located in the southeastern corner of the Seiryöden. There

was also a Big Garden (öniwa AB), located in the south of the Shishinden the main
ceremonial hall of the inner palace compound.
64 nirö Z®: vice senior of the kurödo of the sixth rank.

65 ichirö — Ü: senior of the kurödo of the sixth rank, also called kyokurô [SIS.
66 Nitchü gyöji 1926-1931: 3 (see Japanese source text below, Section 4).

67 See Wada 1983: 211-212.

68 Nitchü gyöji 1926-1931: 7.
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antipodes such as above-below, or inside-outside.69 It would be most revealing to

explore the interconnectedness of time and space pertaining to the court's social

structure in more detail, but such an investigation would exceed the scope of this

article, which is why it needs to be relegated to another occasion.

The observation most closely connected to temporality in Kenmu nitchü gyöji is

probably the recording of the attendance of court officials at the imperial palace,
called nikkyü 0 lit. In the morning, usually at the hour of the Dragon (c. 7-9 am), it was

customary for the kurödo in duty to fill in the timesheets (hanachigami t&Mk) of the

tenjöbito. These timesheets were affixed on a duty board (nikkyü no fuda 0 of
approximately 160 cm length, 26 cm width at the top, and 23 cm width at the bottom.70

It was placed in the Courtiers' Hall. The officials' daily attendance at court was marked

by the character hi 0 (day), night shifts by yü5> (night) and days offby fu (not).71 At
the hour of the Sheep (c. 1-3 pm), the attendance of officials, who were on duty until
that time, was confirmed and the board stored. The sheets were collected and replaced

by new sheets on the first day of every month. Each official's working days were
numbered and reported to the emperor on the third day of every month. These reports

provided the basis for seasonal stipends (iroku kiroku ^-S) that were awarded

according to the number of days attended.72 The respective entry on the recording of
court officials' attendance in Kenmu nitchü gyöji reads as follows:

In the morning [...], the daily attendance reports take place. The [duty] board (fuda73) in the

bag is taken out and put as usual beside the [six-legged] Chinese-style chest (karabitsu74). The

bag is folded and placed under the board. The sheets affixed to the third row of the board
under the names [of the respective official] are called hanachigami. On these sheets, under the

names, the day on which the court officials have been called on is written. [Hour of the] Horse

[c. 11 am-1 pm] or [hour of the] Sheep [c. 1-3 pm] is written. For the court officials who have

lodged [in the palace] "night" is written beside. The kurödo are in charge of this. [...]

When the daily affairs are finished, [...] the board of the Courtiers' Hall is stored. [...]

69 See, e.g., Jury Lotman's structuralist-semiotic space-model, developed in The Structure of the

Artistic Text (Lotman 1977). See also Lakoff/Johnson 1980:14-22.

70 See Wada 1989b: 384.

71 Shimura 2009.

72 The monthly rapports of the working days are described in detail in vol. 5 of the anthology
Chöya gunsai (1116), compiled by Miyoshi Tameyasu (1049-1139). An entry
from Chöhö Ml& 2.2.1 (1000) in Gonki did (Diary of Provisional Chief Councilor of State Yukinari,
991-1017), written by Fujiwara no Yukinari (972-1027), exemplifies the way of recording
court attendances:

9 2F371? f? $ $
Quoted from Shimura

2009: 6.

73 fuda ffi: referring to the nikkyü no fuda 0 jpn (OfH.

74 karabitsu fl!#: a type of chest in which the kurödo used to store their diaries.
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On the first day of every month, the kurödo changes the timesheets on the [duty] board. He

opens the folded end of the old sheets and writes down the number of the court officials'
attended days. He signs them before the third day and reports them to the Emperor.75

The custom of nikkyü appears to have been recorded for the first time in an entry
from the 23rd day of the seventh month in 950 in the diary Kyüreki %S (Calendar of
the Ninth Avenue, 930-960) by Fujiwara no Morosuke (908-960).76

Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchü gyöji" also provides a description which roughly
corresponds to the one in Kenmu nitchü gyöji, but in much more detail. From that
document, we learn that in summer the recording took place at the hour of
the Dragon (c. 7-9 am), while in winter it was performed at the hour of the Snake

(c. 9-11 am).77 According to Shimura, this was the time when the officials who had

a night shift returned home,78 meaning that night shifts ended later in winter, as

the nights were longer. The entry in Kenmu nitchü gyöji may therefore describe the

schedule practiced in winter.79

There is one striking difference between Kenmu nitchü gyöji and Higashiyama

gobunkobon "nitchü gyöji". The confirmation of attendance and storing of the duty
board, traditionally taking place at the hour of the Sheep (c. 1-3 pm), is recorded in
Kenmu nitchü gyöji after the lightening of the palace, traditionally conducted at the

hour of the Rooster (c. 5-7 pm).80 The lightening of the palace and the storing of the

duty board are not specified by clock time; they are only vaguely scheduled "after
the daily affairs are finished" (hiru no koto-domo hatenureba). Nevertheless, the

chronological placing after the palace lightening is rather unusual, allowing three

possible interpretations: 1) At the time of Emperor Go-Daigo, the storing of the duty
board indeed took place at the hour of the Rooster (c. 5-7 pm), after the lightening
of the palace.812) The chronology in Kenmu nitchü gyöji is ruptured, and the act of

storing the board represents an anachrony (analepsis). 3) The temporal
positioning of the storing of the duty board after the lightening of the palace is a

mistake. If one agrees with the third interpretation, this misplacement may be

75 Nitchü gyöji 1926-1931: 3-4, 6-7 (see Japanese source text below, Sections 4, 5,11, and 14).

76 Cf. Shimura 2009:3.

77 Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchü gyöji" 2008: 51; 2013: 233.

78 Shimura 2009: 7.

79 This view is substantiated by the description of a brazier (hibitsu iktB) (cf. Nitchü gyöji
1926-1931: 3), which was only used in winter.

80 The scheduling of these two observances at the hour of the Sheep and the hour of the Rooster

respectively is also confirmed in Jichü gun'yö 1984: 358-359, 365.

81 According to Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchü gyöji", there were special occasions in which
the storing of the duty board took place at a later hour, namely on days when Buddhist ceremonies

took place. See Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchü gyöji" 2008: 54; 2013 : 238; see also Shimura

2009: 3.
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considered proof for the fictitious elements within the text, meaning that work
attendance reports were no longer in use during Emperor Go-Daigo's reign.
However, this point would need to be verified by comparisons with other
documents of the time, which is not within the scope of this article. As I have shown

elsewhere, Kenmu nitchu gyöji may indeed contain fictitious elements, notably
regarding imperial meals.82 A detailed comparison with Higashiyama gobunkobon
"nitchü gyöji" shows the Chronographie and chronopolitical similarities and
differences of the two works (Table 2).83

The stronger orientation towards clock time in Higashiyama gobunkobon
"nitchü gyöji" also becomes apparent by the work's detailed descriptions of the

time announcement at the imperial court,84 which was the responsibility of the so-

called naiju |A]S:85

At the hour of the Dog [c. 7-9 pm], the time announcement of the naiju [starts]. When the naiju
hears the sound of the bells at the Yin-Yang Office (Onmyöryö86), he calls out his name and

the clock time in front of the Mumyömon Gate, enters through the gate, pulls out the time

picket, turns around the [time] board and inserts the time picket in the hole on the right side

under the character of the Dog. Every time unit (koku), he calls out his name and the time, and

changes the time picket. But after the hour of the Hare [c. 5-7 am], he does not call out his

name and the time anymore, but only changes the time picket.87

As the quotation exemplifies, at court, time was announced by a time board

being placed in the Small Garden south of the Seiryöden. In addition, oral time

announcements were conducted during the night, between the hour of the Dog

(c. 7-9 pm) and the hour of the Tiger (c. 3-5 am). According to Yoshinouchi, this is

82 Cf. Müller (forthcoming).
83 This table only reproduces the daily observances since the monthly observances do not show

any remarkable differences pertaining to schedule. Time differences are marked by italics, while
observances only reported in one source are underlined.

84 A detailed analysis of the time announcement in Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchü gyöji" is

provided by Yoshinouchi (2008: 2013).

85 naiju S: servants, often young boys, in charge of various duties at the court. Since the Heian

period, they worked under the control of the so-called Naijudokoro (F*3§E@t).

86 Onmyöryö PäPIjS: government office in charge of astronomical observations, divination,
calendar making and time announcement. It was managed by a director (kami Sj) an assistant

director (suke (ft) and various other staff members, for instance diviners (onmyöji PadiW) or water
clock experts (rökoku hakase ±). Originally, it consisted of about 80 people.
87 JMÜ. AêftFi, ik

4à • BPfMrffiffo Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchü gyöji" 2008: 54; 2013: 239-240.
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Table 2: Comparison of Daily Observances in Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchü gyôji" and

Kenmu nitchü gyöji

Time Higashiyama gobunkobon Time Kenmu nitchü gyôji
"nitchü gyôji"

Hare - morning cleaning Hare - morning cleaning
(c. 5-7 am) (c. 5-7 am) - raising of lattice

shutters

Dragon - working time reporting (from Dragon - imperial washing
(c. 7-9 am) 9th to 2nd month hour of the (c. 7-9 am) - prayer at the Lime

Snake) Altar

- raising of lattice shutters

- offerings by the four guard

offices

- imperial washing

- prayer at the Lime Altar

Snake - informal breakfast In the morning - informal breakfast
(c. 9-11 am) - meal of upper court

officials

- working time

reporting

Horse - formal lunch Horse - formal morning meal

(c. 11 am-1 pm) (c. 11 am-1 pm) (=lunch)

Sheep - storing of duty board Sheep
(c. 1-3 pm) (c. 1-3 pm)

Monkey - formal evening meal Monkey - formal evening meal

(c. 3-5 pm) (c. 3-5 pm)

Rooster - lightening When daily affairs - lightening
(c. 5-7 pm) are finished - bonfire at the

HitaWhen it gets - bonfire at the Hitakiya kiya station

dark station - storing of duty board

Dog - time announcement by the

(c. 7-9 pm) naiju
- lowering of lattice shutters

Dog 2 - name calling of takiguchi
(c. 7:30-8 pm) guards

Boar 2 - name-calling of tenjöbito Boar - lowering of lattice
(c. 9:30-10 pm) - relocation ofdining table (c. 9:00-11 pm) shutters

- night watch of guard office - name-calling of fen-

jobito and takiguchi
guards

When going to sleep - relocation ofdining
table

- lightening of Royal

Bedchamber
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because it was too dark at night to read the time on the time board.88 From various
documents, we know that the time announcement at court was an important
custom during the Heian period, and negligence was rigidly punished. If the time

picket was lost, the Yin-Yang Office conducted prayers to prevent evils. It also

appears that the emperor used to carry the time board with him on outings, and

that on abdications the time announcer brought the time board to the newly
appointed emperor.89

As Kenmu nitchü gyöji has no entry on time announcement, we do not know
whether this custom was still practiced at the court of Emperor Go-Daigo.90 Several

sources suggest, however, that this was still the case. Takakura-in Itsukushima

goköki (Account of the Journey of the ex-Emperor Takakura to
Itsukushima, 1180) explicitly mentions the court's time announcer, called keijin/
niwatoribito HA.91 In Heike monogatari AA#5fit (The Tale of Heike, 13th

century), it is described that the emperor, during his escape from the capital, took the
time board with him, and Kokon chomonjü AAAIAÄ of 1254 written by Tachi-
bana no Narisue ftSAA (?-?) also mentions the board.92 Finally, Kinpishö mentions

water clocks and the time announcement at court by stating that the kurödo

had been in charge of the announcement in recent times.93 Therefore, we may
assume that, at least at the beginning of the Kamakura period, time was still
announced at court.

3.1 Summary

A Chronographie and chronopolitical analysis revealed that Kenmu nitchü gyöji is

strongly concerned with temporality. The work provides a temporal ideal in which
court regularities are meant to recur identically according to a fixed flow. The

observances' progression is structured by clock time, sequential chronometry, and
causal relations, indicated by visual and acoustic signals. The various actions are
ordered hierarchically, by principles of seniority temporally structuring

88 Yoshinouchi 2008: 41; 2013: 214-215.

89 See Yoshinouchi 2008: 41-44; 2013: 215-220.

90 See Yuasa 2015:199.

91 Takakura-in Itsukushima goköki 1990: 405.

92 Quoted from Yoshinouchi 2008: 41-44; 2013: 214-215.

93 Kinpishö 1971: 278.
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hierarchies. The procedures at the imperial court thus simultaneously follow a

temporal "logic of action," in which each operation has a clear workflow, as well as

a "logic of substance," in which every action recurs as part of a defined cycle.94

This peculiar temporal structure exhibits the text's political function: by way of a

chronological and at the same time cyclical structure in a historical vacuum, or—to

use Roland Harweg's terminology—within "mythographic time,"95 the image of a

divine place in which every day repeats orderly and peacefully according to a

strictly regulated schedule is provided, thus authorizing imperial rule.

However, as has already become apparent, Higashiyama gobunkobon
"nitchü gyöji" is more detailed and temporally more meticulously structured
than Kenmu nitchü gyöji. Moreover, observations pertinent to time, such as time

announcement, are absent from Kenmu nitchü gyöji. This suggests that even

though the text simulates a minutely temporally regulated court, in reality this
temporal regime may not have been practiced as strictly as advised. Considering

the chaotic political situation and the court's weakened position at the

beginning of the fourteenth century, we may therefore infer that at the medieval

court, clock time did not play as essential a role as it did in the Heian

period.
The strong resemblance of Kenmu nitchü gyöji and Higashiyma gobunkobon

"nitchü gyöji" along with our knowledge about Emperor Go-Daigo's ambitions
to restore imperial rule thus suggest that Go-Daigo modeled his work after court
etiquette of the Heian period in order to glorify the imperial court and his very
rule. Therefore, Kenmu nitchü gyöji may be considered a narrative that aims to
create an idealized "temporal regime" of court routine to reinstall and
consolidate imperial power, or to use Andrew Goble's words, "to establish a

new framework for ceremonial life that pivoted around the imperial
personage."96 By describing the imperial court as a refined and integral
temporal mechanism, the emperor is integrated into a regularity from which he

evolves as a symbol of social and political order and thus as an authoritative
ideal.97

94 Dux 1992:121-129.

95 Harweg 2009.

96 Goble 2001:128.

97 See Müller (forthcoming).
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4 Annotated Translation of Kenmu nitchu gyoji98

1. At the hour of the Hare [c. 5-7 am],99 the kurödo100 stir at the sound of the

morning cleaning by the [custodians of the] palace provisions office Tonomori

no Tsukasa,101 and raise the lattice shutters (köshi102) of the Seiryôden.103

[A kurödo] tries to push open [the door in the] second bay (ma) to the south.104

As it is still locked, he enters from the Demon Room (oninoma).105 [The kurödo]
unfasten the wooden locks one after the other and raise the lattice shutters.

[Ladies-in-waiting of the palace provisions office Tonomori no Tsukasa106]

arrange the furniture, spread the shitone cushions beautifully and place the

inkstone case in front of the imperial seat on the right side. The imperial sword is

placed on the right side of the shitone cushion, hilt facing west, blade facing south.

The girdle is flattened and placed the same way beside. In case the imperial

98 Source text: Nitchu gyöji 1926-1931. The old characters from the source text are changed into

simplified characters (shinjitai and marginal notes are omitted. In order to render the

translation more reader friendly, I decided to translate the various rooms of the emperor's
residential palace, the Seiryôden, into English. For this, I referred to the Online Glossary of Japanese

Historical Terms on the website of the Historiographical Institute, The University of Tokyo (Tokyo

Daigaku Shiryö Hensanjo available at http://wwwap.hi.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
ships/ (last visited June 16,2021), as well as to Hulvey 2005 and Tyler 2016. However, for the various
offices of the Imperial Palace and employment titles, I opted for Japanese terms in order to make

them more easily identifiable.
99 Wada Hidematsu (1989b: 358) narrows the time down to the middle of the hour of the Hare, that
is, to c. 6 am. This and the following explications of specific terms and offices draw mainly on
Wada's Shintei kanshoku tsükai §rïTTSlliiS? (1983), Asai Torao's Shinteijokan tsükai il
Ä? (1985), Ishimura Teikichi's Yüsoku kojitsu Tf(1987) as well as Nihon kokugo daijiten H ^
HfctdcSfft, Kokushi daijiten |lll£A;S¥A, Zenbun zen'yaku kogo jiten and

Nihon daihyakka zensho 0 accessed through JapanKnowledge.
100 kurödo W.X: see note 21. Here, the term probably refers to male kurödo.

101 Tonomori no Tsukasa ^UroëJ: see note 35.

102 köshi fê-T-: square lattice-work shutters backed by wood or paper; lowered they served as

walls. They were lifted open and hooked up. In the case of the emperor's residence Seiryôden they
folded in.

103 Seiryôden 'fffiSJH: see note 27.

104 According to custom, one kurödo entered the emperor's daily quarters through the Demon

Room (see note 32). The other kurödo waited at the second bay of the eastern aisle and were let in by
the kurödo who had entered from the Demon Room.

105 oninoma APhJ: see note 32.

106 A comparison with other documents such as Jichü gun'yö (1984: 360-361) suggests that the

arrangement of the utensils in the emperor's living quarters were conducted by female custodians

of the palace provisions office Tonomori no Tsukasa (nyöjuizM, see note 114).
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seat is facing east or west, the way of placing the imperial sword is probably
the same as now, when [the seat] faces east, [the sword] is left of the imperial seat. When

[the seat] faces south, left of the imperial seat, hilt facing south, blade facing
east. When it faces north, it is the same. In the case of provisional imperial
seats, it ought to be the same. When the bamboo blinds (gyoreri) are raised and
the morning cleaning is finished, the kurödo wait at the Courtiers' Hall (ten-

jö[noma]107). Pertaining to the morning cleaning, officials of the palace
provisions office Tonomori [no Tsukasa] of the fifth rank sweep the Emperor's
habitual residence (tsune no gosho108) and the garden at the Breakfast Room

(asagarei109), dressed in ikan110 court robes. Tsukasa no miyatsukom clean the

various other places, dressed in dark indigo dresses and caps (kachiköburi112).

The palace floor (döjö113) is cleaned by female servants (nyöjum) of the

housekeeping office Kamon [no Tsukasa]115 and the palace provisions office

107 tenjö[noma] K.h[Fu]]: see note 28.

108 tsune no gosho fâ(D$lpJr: daily apartment of the emperor, here it refers to the Seiryöden.

109 asagarei HI#]: abbreviation of asagarei no ma a room, the size of two bays at the

western aisle of the Seiryöden in which the emperor used to take light informal meals and change
his clothes. In the west, a small garden (asagarei no niwa UK®©!!) was located. Originally, the

room was used for the morning meal, but with time it was also used for other meals, private
amusements and audiences.

110 ikan 3k53: dress used at court since the middle of the Heian period, slightly simpler than the

official sokutai iäCft (see note 211). It usually consisted of a cap (kanmuri 53), a robe with a round
collar and stitched sides (höeki no hö iffiS©]®), trousers (sashinuki fait), an undergarment
(akome ft), an unlined garment (hitoe ¥), and shoes (kutsu -§•). Initially, it was used as a night
guard dress, but in the Kamakura period it also came to be used for palace visits.
111 tsukasa no miyatsuko * : servants of the palace provisions office Tonomori no
Tsukasa (see note 35).

112 kachiköburi ®53: dark indigo dress with a cap.
113 döjö iè-h: according to Kokugo daijiten, döjö applies to the Courtiers' Hall (tenjönoma, see

note 28). Other sources suggest that döjö may also refer to other places in the emperor's
residential palace. However, according to Asai (1985:230), the Courtiers' Hall was cleaned by nyöju
(see note 114) of the palace provisions office Tonomori no Tsukasa (see note 35) and the
housekeeping office Kamon no Tsukasa (see note 115), thus I interpret döjö here as the Courtiers' Hall.
114 nyöju 'icM: ladies-in-waiting of lower rank in charge of the palace's cleaning, lightening, and
other duties.
115 Kamon (no Tsukasa) UbIS]^ (Kamonryö j§£|iÄ): office of the Ministry of the Imperial
Household (Kunaishö) in charge of the cleaning of the imperial palace and the preparation of
ceremonies. There was also a Kamon no Tsukasa at the emperor's Back Palace comprising a

director (kamon no kami fvjlSl), two assistant directors (kamon no suke Ä®), and ten female

servants (nyöju icM). Here it refers to the latter. See Asai 1985:193-194; Wada 1983:120-121.
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Tonomori [no Tsukasa]. They are kado no warawa.116 They do not step on the

beam (nageshi117). Nowadays, both cannot be seen [anymore]. Within the

[Seiryöden] palace, kurödo ought to attend.
2. At the hour of the Dragon [c. 7-9 am], [the custodians of] the palace

provisions office Tonomori no Tsukasa offer hot water to the Emperor.
The so-called sumashi118 nyökan119 prepares it. A naishi120 investigates
the temperature of the water and reports its condition. Sometimes, the
naishi who attends to the Royal Bathroom (oyudonom) wears a waist-
cloth. It is, for instance, a kötö [naishi].122 When [the Emperor] comes
down to the Royal Bathroom and the water is ordered, a tenji123 or a jörö
nyöbö124 offers a linen bathrobe to the Emperor. When she takes the rice
bran (kawagusuri125), which is placed on a four-legged table, presents it
[to the Emperor] and throws [the earthenware on the floor],126 a tonomori

no Silke127 kurödo, if he is not from the palace provisions office Tonomori [no

Tsukasa], he is from somewhere else, hears the sound of the earthenware and

116 kado no warawa SSSfm: unmarried girls from Kadono District in Yamashiro Province.

117 nageshi JlrJf : tie beams running between columns in traditional Japanese architecture.

Customarily, it is not allowed to step on them.

118 sumashi if : abbreviation of sumashime, ladies-in-waiting of lower rank in charge of cleaning
utensils and observances of the Royal Bathroom (oyudono IJPiJjJSt, see note 121).

119 nyökan Aria : the term usually refers to ladies-in-waiting in general. Here, however, it
designates a select category of ladies-in-waiting, distinguished by the pronunciation nyökan instead

of nyokan (see Asai 1985: 232-233). Usually, nyökan served in the kitchen or the bathroom.

120 naishi rtf#: ladies-in-waiting from the gentlewomen's office Naishi no Tsukasa the

most important of the twelve offices at the emperor's Back Palace. Since the late Heian period,
naishi refers to the so-called shöji #{#, ladies-in-waiting of the third rank.

121 oyudono WiMMx: room in the western aisle of the Seiryöden used for the emperor's bathing.
122 kötö [no naishi] S [CO F*3f#] : highest in rank of the shöji, ladies-in-waiting of the third rank.
123 tenji/naishi no suke A#: see note 49.

124 jörö no nyöbö ±11 ©AS: lady-in-waiting of high rank who is allowed to wear the forbidden
colors (kinjiki ^fe), colors that were only allowed for members of the royal family.
125 kawagusuri WH: rice bran, put in a bag, used to remove the dirt of the body at the imperial
washing occasion. According to Wada (1989b: 365), here it refers to the rice bran that is put into the

bath.

126 In Kinpishö (1971: 376), it is recorded that every morning a naishi no suke Afê, an assistant

secretary of the gentlewomen's office Naishi no Tsukasa, dressed in a waistcloth (yumaki i§#)
offers the emperor a single-layered bathrobe (o-yukatabira WiSiW), then throws the earthenware

of the rice bran on the wooden floor. When the kurödo in charge hears this, he makes a sound with a

bowstring (meigen i!ft?ï) outside the door. The earthenware was probably broken to prevent its

reuse, as it was considered polluted after having been used.

127 tonomori no suke ÊîJ&©"t"ij' : see note 50.
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strikes a bowstring.128 Officials of the palace provisions office Tonomori
[no Tsukasa], fifth rank, call their names at the threshold of the Royal
Bathroom. The striking of the bowstring cannot always be heard. It
should be conducted according to the original ceremonial. Before long, a

servant for the Emperor's dressing and combing (miuchiki no hito) is

summoned to the Hand-Washing Room (o-chözunoma129). Upon the call,
this person arrives with a uchiki dress130 dyed in sappanwood that hangs

on a partitioning screen with the image of a horse (umagata no shöji131).

This person stores the comb for the sidelocks (o-binkaki), hands over the

dress, a nöshi,132 and leaves. The washing water from the water supply
office Mondö no Tsukasa133 arrives. A nyökan puts it on a table and brings
it. She places two hanzö pots, the washbasin with a plate, and two silver
vessels, in one of which she pours washing powder. She orders two sets of
chopsticks and offers them. One myöbu134 and one [female] kurôdo attend
to the drainboard (sunoko), slightly lift the bamboo blinds and offer

128 tsuruuchi KfT (meigen n§3£): incantation in order to expel evil spirits, demons, and pollution
by way of striking bowstrings with the hands. When the emperor took a bath, the kurôdo made a

sound with the bowstring outside the Royal Bathroom. This custom is also known from births or

the bathing ceremonies after births. In Murasaki Shikibu nikki H Iß (Diary of Murasaki

Shikibu, 1008-1010), the custom is described at the birth of the imperial prince, the later Emperor

Go-Ichijô ft—^5511 (1008-1036, r. 1016-1036). See Murasaki Shikibu nikki 1989: 138. In the

medieval period, this custom was also used to expel diseases and thunder, accompanied by

shooting an arrow affixed with a cover that whistles when shot (hikime If g

129 o-chözu no ma HÉP#7K©Ib]: room at the western aisle of the Seiryöden between the Breakfast

Room and the Royal Bathroom where the emperor used to wash his hands and face each morning.
130 uchiki S: dress worn under the nöshi jMM or kariginu outer garment.
131 umagata no shöji partitioning screen with the picture of a horse on the front side

and a Chinese rider playing pool (dakyü fT8) on the back side.

132 nöshi c: the ordinary dress of kugyö Ä®P, senior nobles of the third rank and above (see

note 219). In winter, the outer garment was white and the inner garment double-layered reddish

indigo; in summer, as there was no inner garment, only double-layered reddish indigo was used.

The underclothes and trousers were the same as with the ikan robe, but often a so-called eböshi

tli1 cap was used.

133 Mondö no Tsukasa EËtKWb]: office or officials at the Ministry of the Imperial Household

(Kunaishö) in charge of drinking water and ice.

134 myöbu designation for court ladies. In the Ritsuryö system, it referred to court ladies or
wives of officials of the fifth rank and above. After the Heian period, the term came to be used for

middle ranked ladies-in-waiting in general.
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them. A tenji serves at the royal table (baizen135) and offers them one
after the other. The Emperor takes a seat at the dais (daishöji136). Before

the round sitting mat, before the dais, is an armrest. He crosses his hands
and orders the washing water without rolling up his sleeves. If [the sleeves]

are over the armrest, they do not get wet. [The tenji] takes the towel from the

imperial towel box and wipes his hands. Is it because His Majesty does

not sit facing west? The Hand-Washing Room lies in the west, but the

dais is placed facing north.
3. The Emperor goes to the Lime Altar (ishibai no dan137) and conducts the

prayers. He bows twice in two rounds (ryödan saihai), facing southeast [in
the direction of the Ise Shrine]. The rest ought to be entrusted to his mood.
The four seasons folding screen {shiki nogo-byöbu), which stands at the end

of the main hall (moya) in the first bay facing south, is taken, placed
behind, right beside [the Emperor], and the round sitting mat of the dais is

laid out within. The kurödo prepare the bamboo blind in the first bay at
the specified time. During the worship, one naishi waits at the wide aisle
(hirobisashi138) and when she gracefully hands over the cleaning water, a

nyökan says twice: "The cleaning water is handed over." A nyöbö139

responds with "ah."140 The nyökan inserts a pair of chopsticks into the
bamboo blind and says twice, "I sincerely would like to withdraw [the
vessel] (makari idashimairasesöröwari)."ul The nyöbö again answers
with "ah."

135 baizen PSH#: see note 43.

136 daishöji rfaTT: legged table used by the emperor for meals and haircuts.

137 ishibai no dan Çfîc©#: Shinto sanctuary in the southern edge of the eastern aisle of the

emperor's residential palace Seiryöden, two bays in size, with a lime (ishibai) plastered floor,
where the emperor performed the prayers to the Ise Shrine each morning.
138 hirohisashi 3AÏI (also called magobisashi ®Tf): room or aisle outside the main aisles of the

Seiryöden's main hall.
139 nyöbö ixM: lady-in-waiting allowed an individual chamber {bö W). Since the middle of the

Heian period, the term refers to ladies-in-waiting serving high ranking court ladies such as naishi
(see note 120), myöbu (see note 134), and empresses. In Kinpishö, nyöbö are categorized according
to their social status and pedigree into jörö _hIÜ, chürö d'il andgerö TM. Cf. Kinpishö 1971:396.

140 ahh: one of the select answers to the command of the emperor expressing agreement. See

also Kinpishö 1971: 377.

141 Wada (1989b: 373-374) reads makari as magari T), a kind of ladle, and understands the

sentence in the sense of "I would like to withdraw the washing utensils." A manuscript from 1527,

available online (see note 15), which may have been the model for the Shintei kögaku sösho

transcript, renders the pertaining text passage as makari.
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4. The Breakfast (asagarei no omono)142 is served. A tokusen143 takes the food
tablets (midai144), goes to the Table Room (daibandokoroM5), and puts them on
the meal shelf (omonodana1"6). Imperial objects are not placed directly on the

dining table (daiban1"7). The [jörö] nyöbo serving at the royal table waits at the

mats at the end of the Breakfast Room. Chürö148 wait at both sides of the

kitchen's sliding door. Gero149 stand behind. The breakfast is brought as usual.

If [the Emperor] does not eat properly, the servant at the royal table places the

chopsticks, breaks the end and serves [the food]. She returns three times. We

do not know the meaning of this, but now it is a custom. The second time her

hair is lifted. The upper court officials (ue no onoko-domo)150 take their meal at

the Courtiers' Hall. In the morning, before the reading of the daily attendance

report (nikkyü151), all are dressed in night shift dresses (tonoisugata152). When

142 asagarei no omono light informal meal taken in the morning, at the Breakfast

Room. It was prepared by the palace kitchen office Mizushidokoro (see note 159) and
served by ladies-in-waiting. The precise time of the meal is not mentioned. However, as it is

scheduled between observances taking place between c. 7 and 9 am and those taking place
between c. 11 am and 1 pm, it can be deduced that the informal breakfast is temporally located at

the hour of the Snake (c. 9-11 am). This scheduling is backed by other documents such as fichü
gun'yö, Higashiyama gobunkobon "nitchu gyöji", or Kinpishö.
143 tokusen WM: lady-in-waiting of lower rank working at the palace kitchen office Mizushidokoro

involved in meals and various observances.

144 midai Ma: dining table of high nobles or their meal.

145 daibandokoro aWßiff: room in which the dining table was placed. At the Heian imperial
palace, it was located in the middle of the western aisle. It was also the waiting room of the nyöbö.
146 omonodana fPSilSl: specific portable shelf (often two-storied) placed in the palace kitchen
office Mizushidokoro, the Table Room, or the Small Garden in front of the Courtiers' Hall on which
meals that were to be put on the dining table were placed temporarily.
147 daiban islow oblong dining table with four legs usually placed in the Seiryöden or the

Courtiers' Hall, used for festivities, banquets, and imperial meals. There were red and black dining
tables and dining tables with gold or silver lacquer or mother-of-pearl ornamentations. They were
four or eight shaku K in size (one shaku is equivalent to approximately 30 cm).

148 chürö cfiii: middle-ranked nyöbö.

149 gerö TU: low-ranked nyöbö.

150 ue no onoko-domo refers to tenjöbito ®I_kÀ: see note 55.

151 nikkyü 0 fâ: daily routine of registering courtiers who are on and off duty. See discussion
above.

152 tonoisugata ÎSÛÏ1?: dress worn during night guard duty and used as a counterpart to the

official sokutai ÎS dress (see note 211) worn during the day. From the sokutai, the undergarment
(shitagasane TS) and leather belt (sekitai -m-) were removed, and the white overtrousers (ue no

hakama Sfê) were replaced by the wider sashinuki fiijftrousers. Since the middle of the Heian

period, it was used for court attendance in general and even for formal occasions.
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the head [kurödo153] takes his place at the half-size dining table (kiridaiban15'4),

the people come out from the lower door [of the Courtiers' Hall] after him,
make a bow (seieki155) and, conforming to the head's assignment, come to the

back end [of the room] one after the other. When there are many people, the

cover of the [six-legged] Chinese-style chest (karabitsu156) is placed on the

square brazier (hibitsu157), and they take their places at the dining table. This is

conducted by guards (banshü1S8) of the palace kitchen office Mizush-
idokoro.159 The [custodians of the] palace provisions office Tonomori no
Tsukasa, beginning with the low servants, traverse the Small Garden, and one

by one place the earthenware on the dining table. For each meal, the
chopsticks are placed first. The head kurödo says: "The [custodians of the] palace

provisions office Tonomori no Tsukasa shall arrive quickly." Each of the

following kurödo [of the fifth rank] speaks this [phrase]. All, except the senior

[kurödo] (ichirö16°), summon the [custodians of the] palace provisions office

Tonomori no Tsukasa twice (futakoe161). The suinö,162 kodoneri,163 etc. stand in
a line at the opposite wall and call out constantly, "Please come quickly." In

front, [the vessels] are stacked like mountains. Because they should sparkle,
the banshü say that they sparkle, but no particular [sparkling] can be seen.

153 kurödo no tö MA <7)11: second highest office at the chamberlains' office Kurödodokoro
established in 810, consisting of two persons of the fourth rank.

154 kiridaiban ty-aSs.: see note 62.

155 seieki If IS: salutation of companions in court ceremonies by way of a slight bow in order to
receive permission for a specific action.
156 karabitsu fijrtfi: see note 74.

157 hibitsu All: square brazier in which ash and charcoal fire was stored. It was placed at the

Courtiers' Hall in winter; in summer, it was replaced by Go tables.

158 banshü men acting as night guards in a shift system at court as well as at the bakufu.
159 Mizushidokoro bureau at the office in charge of the emperor's meals (Naizenshi

rtlfBl) at the Ministry of the Imperial Household, which administered the preparation and
procurement of the emperor's meals and the serving of food and alcoholic drinks at seasonal court

banquets. See Ishimura 1985: 87.

160 ichirö — Ii: see note 65.

161 Wada (1989b: 377) here writes "once" (hitokoe — 71£). A manuscript from 1527, available
online (see note 15), which may have been the model for the Shintei kögaku sösho transcript,
renders the pertaining text passage as "twice (futakoe —A)."
162 suinö fctl #1 : low servants of the chamberlains' office Kurödodokoro. They were in charge of the

receipts and expenditure of the Kurödodokoro's properties, as well as general affairs.
163 kodoneri /b#A: servants of the chamberlains' office Kurödodokoro in charge of various
duties at the Courtiers' Hall. Originally, they numbered six people, but later they increased to
twelve people (see Kinpishö 1971: 393, Ishimura 1987: 87).
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Occasionally, banshü are summoned to the garden, lanterns {torn16") are hung
around their necks, and kurödo reprimand them. The chopsticks are placed,
the sake servant is summoned, and [a person of] the palace provisions office

Tonomori no Tsukasa pours the sake in three cups (sankon165). The soaked rice

(yuzuke) etc. is eaten, and everyone stands up. When they are about to begin
the meal, the kurödo summon the [custodians of the] palace provisions office
Tonomori no Tsukasa to close the upper door and the two gates. The vice-

senior [kurödo] (nirö166) and the people of lower rank wait until the senior

[kurödo] takes the chopsticks. When he holds the chopsticks, the kurödo

lowest in rank do not put down their chopsticks, do not hold up the
earthenware, and eat with their faces turned down.

5. When the meal is finished, the court officials change into their night shift
dress. The kurödo descend to [their lodgings in] town and return. The cover of
the royal chair (go-ishi167) is taken and hung up at the saonoma}68 The daily
attendance reports take place. The [duty] board (fuda169) in the bag is taken

out and put as usual beside the [six-legged] Chinese-style chest. The bag is

folded and placed under the board. The sheets affixed in the third row of the

board under the names are called hanachigami.170 On these sheets, under the

names, the day of the court officials, who have been called on, is written.
"Hour of the Horse" [c. 11 am-1 pm] or "hour of the Sheep" [c. 1-3 pm] is

written. For the court officials that have lodged [in the palace], "night" is

written beside. The kurödo are in charge of this. After that, the people in a night
shift dress do not attend at the Courtiers' Hall. When the head [kurödo] or the

164 töro ffüc : square lanterns made from wood or iron, with windows and a roof, on which a rope
was fixed to rings. They were suspended from the ceiling of the aisles or the main hall. The lanterns
that were suspended in the four corners of the imperial bedroom were called kaitomoshi HtjfcT.

165 sankon Hitt: specific etiquette at banquets. Accompanied by a clear broth soup and

appetizers, sake is served three times each time, first from a small, then from a medium, and finally from

a big cup. This etiquette is also known as shikisankon ÄHitt and sansankudo no sakazuki HZE.fl

166 nirö HÜ: see note 64.

167 go-ishi ifpfiseat of nobles, especially the seat on which the emperor receives his retainers'

worship at ceremonies. Usually, it was placed at the Seiryöden's Courtiers' Hall and the

Shishinden.

168 saonoma Rfl : space between two pillars in the middle of the southern side of the Courtiers'

Hall. The cover of the imperial seat stored in the Courtiers' Hall was hung up on a beam connecting
these two pillars. One of the oldest mentions of the beam is to be found in vol. 17 of Saikyüki.
169 fuda fffj: refers to the nikkyü no fuda 0 See discussion above.

170 hanachigami fflM,: see discussion above.
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people in duty of serving the imperial meal (baizenbanm) attend at the

Courtiers' Hall, the kurödo gives a sign at the lower door to order the imperial
meal. The servant at the royal table leaves the Courtiers' Hall and first orders

the washing water. For the head kurödo, kurödo carry it. For the tenjöbito,
[custodians of the] palace provisions office Tonomori no Tsukasa carry it. Two

people carry the [first] dining table (daiban), which stands in the roofed

corridor (watadonom) together with the trays (dai), and place it sideways in
front of the dais. It has a horse-face-shaped plate (batöban173). The next two
kurödo carry this174 dining table and place it vertically to the south of the first

dining table. When the partitioning sliding door (torii shöji175) is brought from
the Demon Room, the servant at the royal table heralds the way. He says
"make way (oshi)." The servant at the royal table waits at the round sitting mat.
Before the zushi cabinet176 within the folding screen. First, the four spices [miso, salt,

vinegar, and sake] are brought. The servant at the royal table comes forward
and places them left of the horse-face-shaped plate. Next, the food in the plate
with a cap igaiban177) is placed north of the horse-face-shaped plate. The spoon

is on the left side of the plate. Or it is placed at the northern rim of the four spices.

Next, the third tray: one kubotsuki basket178 and four hiramori bowls179 are

placed in the middle of the second dining table. The hiramori bowls are placed

on the left and right sides of the kubotsuki basket. The fourth tray: one
kubotsuki bowl is placed vis-à-vis the former kubotsuki basket. Two hiramori
bowls are placed at the left and right end of the former [kubotsuki basket]. The

[bowls with] soup are lined up at the northern end of the second dining table.

Fifth tray: a sake cup is placed within the eastern rim of the second dining

171 baizenban J##: a group of people who were in charge of the emperor's meal on a specific
day.

172 wata(ri)dono OttMk: roofed, wooden-floored corridor connecting two buildings, also called
hosodono IB®.
173 batöban JSsjlÜg: four-legged plate shaped like the head of a horse. It was used to place

chopsticks and spoons.
174 Wada (1989b: 385) transmits "second dining table" (ni no o-daiban cî® and Shintei

kögaku sösho "this dining table" (kono o-daiban bt<D'i$i3W). According to a drawing in Wada

1989b: 386, the horse-face-shaped plate was placed on the first dining table. A manuscript from
1527, available online (see note 15), which may have been the model for the Shintei kögaku sösho

transcript, renders the pertinent text passage as "this dining table."
175 torii shöji partitioning paper sliding door that stood across the Table Room and the
Demon Room. Its upper part had the shape of a torii, a Shinto shrine archway.
176 zushi SIP: cabinet to store utensils, calligraphic works, diaries, and food.
177 gaiban Hffi: see note 44.

178 kubotsuki SIT: see note 45.

179 hiramori IF® V : see note 46.
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table. The cover is not taken away. The sixth tray: a bowl with water is placed

on the northern rim of the first dining table. The amagatsu bowl180 is placed
within the four spices. Or at the rim in the north of the four spices, or before the horse-

face-shaped plate in line with the four spices. When the Emperor does not come [to

the meal], the yakusö181 is ordered to place the food on the second dining table.

When the servant at the royal table stands in front of the first dining table, he

receives a sign. The first and second dining tables arrive, and when the kurödo

says twice, "The takamori182 bowls shall come quickly," at the two-leaf
wooden door (tsumado183) at the end of the roofed corridor, the banshü answer
at the nageshi184 beams, "They come." Then, one plate with takamori bowls
and one plate with flame-broiled food is ordered to be brought. It is carried and
served by the kurödo. The servant at the royal table takes it and places it in two
rows on the right side of the horse-face-shaped plate. Takamori bowls. At the
southeastern rim, both earthenware bowls with flame-broiled food are placed.
The servant at the royal table retreats to the round sitting mat. The kurödo

places his hands on the balustrade of the Table Room's drainboard and

announces to the Emperor, "The meal arrives (mairu)," or "It has arrived (mairinu)."

The sovereign comes to the dais. He puts his knees on the end of the dais,
ascends, crawls forward, and sits gracefully on the round sitting mat. The

servant at the royal table heralds his arrival at the round sitting mat by bowing
his knees. When the Emperor attends from the beginning, the servant at the

royal table announces the meal at the round sitting mat. [The Emperor] is

supposed to eat properly, but recently he comes only for the sake of formality.
Sometimes he eats rice soaked in water. The servant at the royal table arrives,

distributes the dishes, and when he puts it into the vessel for hot water and

serves it, a kurödo brings the rice soaked in water. When the meal is finished,
[the Emperor] sticks the chopsticks erect into the rice and enters [his private

180 amagatsu fe S /5s o: The term usually refers to T-shaped dolls placed besides young children

up to the age of three years to protect them from misfortunes. They were also placed next to infant
imperial princes during meals. In the case of Kenmu nitchü gyöji it seems to refer to an earthenware

(iamagatsu no kawarake (cf. Wada 1989b: 388) used as a purification object
{agachigo iiJ/E), another term for amagatsu. According to Kenmu nenjü gyöji (Wada 1989a: 281-

182,320,332), it was brought from the Department ofWorship (Jingikan #t£ct|*) to the palace from
the first to the 8th day of the sixth, eleventh, and twelfth month. Wada (1989b: 389) conjectures
that it was called amagatsu no kawarake because it was brought by female attendants of the

Department of Worship called agachigo.
181 yakusô S:vê : a high noble or priest who carries the emperor's meal and acts as waiter. Here it is

the person who hands over the food from the baizen, the servant at the royal table.

182 takamori Si Si P : food highly piled up in a bowl.
183 tsumado =ÉïF: hinged double door in shindenzukuri flEJSbir architecture.

184 nageshi Aft: see note 117.
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chambers]. When he does not eat properly, the saba dish185 [for the offering to

the gods] is taken, placed in an amagatsu bowl and offered. The servant at the

royal table summons the tenjöbito to the seats with two calls, and the kurödo

go forward to the partitioning paper sliding door (torii shöji) in the Demon

Room. They stretch out [their dresses] gracefully, but only the sleeves. The servant at the

royal table orders to withdraw [the food]. When the spoons and plates are

brought, the trays are taken out. The erected chopsticks are substituted with
different [wooden] chopsticks,186 their end broken, and taken out. Everything
should be taken out as [set up] before, but the things on the first and the

second dining table are placed on the first tray [only], and brought out in three

rounds. The kurödo takes the removal tray (makari no ban), the makarisü, from
the Courtiers' Hall, enters from the second bay of the aisle, kneels left beside

the servant at the royal table, and puts the tray on the floor without raising it.
When he gently brings them close to his side, the kurödo takes the takamori

bowls and the hiramori bowls out, which the servant at the royal table has put
[on the tray], and puts them on the dining table in the Courtiers' Hall. The first
and second dining tables are brought out as usual. The yakusö hands the

things over from the servant at the royal table to the head kurödo.

6. The [formal] morning meal is at the hour of the Horse [c. 11 am-1 pm]. If the

daily offerings (nie187) are brought before that, they are stored in the food shelf

in the Small Garden.

7. At the hour of the Monkey [c. 3-5 pm], the evening meal is served. Its etiquette
is the same as in the morning.

8. In the fourth month, on the day of the Kamo Festival,188 garlic is offered. When

the formal meal is over, the evening meal is taken at the Courtiers' Hall. It is the

same as in the morning.189

9. From the first day of the sixth month until the last day of the seventh month,
sweet rice wine (hitoyozake) is served. It is placed on the earthenware beside

the sake cup.

185 saba iftfS: Buddhist term. A small portion of the meals that was taken away to be donated to
fierce gods (kishin A#), hungry ghosts (gaki ISA), and wild animals (chöjü Jftlfc).

186 The chopsticks, which were placed before, were silver. See Wada 1989b: 391.

187 nie Jt: offerings that were brought from various provinces every day, notably birds and fish.
See Wada 1989b: 395.

188 Kamo matsuri ft76^: festival in Kyoto. Initially, it took place in the fourth month, on the 2nd

day of the Rooster according to the lunisolar calendar. Today, it is conducted on the 15th day of the

fifth month of the Gregorian calendar. On the day of the Horse or the Sheep, before the festival,
there was a purification ceremony at the Kamo River.

189 According to Wada (1989b: 398), this sentence is in the wrong place; it should be at the end of
the evening meal section (Section 7).
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10. The [unofficial] daily ceremony for the invocation of the dead (shökon19°) is a

custom nowadays. The kurödo of the sixth rank on duty that day (higerö

kurödom) brings linen dolls (on-nademono192) from the Table Room, and
orders guards {eiji193) to bring them to the Ying-Yang Master (onmyöji194).

11. When the daily affairs are finished, the lights are ignited here and there with
portable candlesticks (shötö195): first, the two lanterns (torn) at the unroofed

balcony {rodai) of the Jijüden,196 and then the five lanterns of the Seiryöden.

Except for the vestibule (gaku no ma197), south of [the Seiryöden], there is one
[lantern] at every fourth bay. In front of the Two-Bay Room,198 one hangs on a

rope made of sappanwood. The fire of the hitakiya199 station is summoned,
and [the lanterns] are lightened. On top of and below the dining table of the
Courtiers' Hall, tödai oil lamp,200 in the Small Garden in front of the koitajiki,201

lantern, in the roofed corridor, lantern. In the Breakfast Room, first, the light of
the lanterns is ignited, and only after the kurödo have entered and lowered the

190 shökon #3?®: a festival for the appeasement of the souls of the dead. Usually, this festival is

conducted in the eleventh month. According to Wada (1989b: 399), here it refers to an unofficial
custom conducted daily.
191 higerö no kurödo H TÜWlÜcA: person on duty among the kurödo of the sixth rank, in charge

of various observations and the emperor's meal. As there were usually four kurödo of the sixth
rank, they were on duty every fourth day.

192 on-nademono stand-in dolls or clothes to expel pollution, used at exorcisms and

purification ceremonies. By caressing the body, pollution and calamities were transferred to the

dolls, which were then washed away in rivers.

193 eiji #t±: soldiers protecting the palace and the court nobles.

194 onmyöji Us®®: person affiliated to the Yin-Yang Office. They were responsible for divination
and geomancy and conducted oracles according to the Chinese five element system (onmyö

gogyösetsu PJÈPâjEfrlï).

195 shötö IT: portable candlesticks on a saucer, carried in one's hands.

196 Jijüden tAK: see note 26.

197 gaku no ma jfàcofsi: space between the central front pillars at the main halls of the Seiryöden,
the Shishinden, and the imperial audience hall Daigokuden AfilS, where the building's name
was written on a wooden board (gaku %g).

198 futama ~ fsl : two bays (ma) long room located in the eastern aisle of the Seiryöden, next to the

Royal Bedroom. The emperor slept with his pillow facing east, and this room was always kept

open. Sometimes the night shift priest was present, conducting prayers.
199 hitakiya AlMS: station for the night guards who were in charge of lightening the palace's
bonfire and garden lights.
200 tödai Tf-n : interior light fixture made of a wooden pole with an oil-filled dish and a wick on

top of it.
201 koitajiki /MSSt: wooden floor used as an entrance to the Courtiers' Hall from the Small
Garden in its south upon which the kurödo used to wait. On it, tatami mats with purple borders

were placed, and the kurödo attended there.
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lattice shutters, it is transferred to the kiritödai202 oil lamps. One in the Hand-

Washing Room, one in the Table Room, all takatödai lamps.203 At the other

places, it is as usual. The naishi bring the kaitomoshi oil lamps for the Royal
Bedchamber (yoru no otodo) from the Hand-Washing Room and light the

lanterns in the four corners. The duty board of the Courtiers' Hall is stored,

i.e., put back into the bag. After that, the men in night shift dress feel at ease

(habakari nashi). They take the cover of the imperial chair that hangs on the

rod (sao) and cover the chair. At the hour of the Boar [c. 9-11 pm], they lower
the lattice shutters and bamboo blinds, take the lanterns of the second bay
inside and hang them on the hangers (tsurigane). They lower each lattice
shutter and change the shitone cushions. They take the inkstone case, put the

imperial sword on top, and place it on the zushi cabinet of the dais. The kurödo

attach the locks to the lattice shutters, slide shut the torii paper sliding door of
the Demon Room and leave. After the lowering of the lattice shutters, the

name-calling (nadaimen204) of the tenjö[bito] takes place. The head kurödo

places his bottom on the stairs south of the wide aisles (magobisashi205). The

tenjöbito wait at the upper door entrance, [the kurödo] of the sixth rank at the

wall. The imperial guards takiguchi206 enter from the northern door and stand

in the front yard. The kurödo of the sixth rank come forth in front of the head

[kurödo], and when [the head] queries, "Who are you?", they each give their
name. The [kurödo] of the sixth rank add their family name. One kurödo of the

sixth rank walks on the wide aisle towards the north, kneels on the third
wooden floor (itajiki) from the end in front of the Two-Bay Room, and when
[the head kurödo] queries, "Who is attending?," a takiguchi plucks a bowstring
(tsuruuchi207) and everyone calls out his name. They leave from the door of the

takiguchi guardroom, and the forefront of the [officials who conduct the]

name-calling disperses. Beginning at the northern guard station (kita no jin),
the name-calling is conducted at various places, at the Royal Bathroom and

202 kiritödai tylttfî: one of the light fixtures (tödai ITr) (see note 200). Pillar stand with cut
edges on which oiled plates were affixed.

203 takatödai iÛfTfî: oil lamp affixed to a high pillar.
204 nadaimen & MB: see note 54.

205 magobisashi i^lfi (also called hirobisashi tJTffl): porch or aisle outside the main aisles of the

Seiryöden's main hall.
206 takiguchi it 0 : see note 56.

207 On the occasion of the name-calling (nadaimen) at the imperial palace, the palace guards

takiguchi, upon the query of the kurödo, answered by sounding their bowstrings and calling their

names.
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the entrance to the Courtiers' Hall {tenjö no kuchi208). At the Courtiers' Hall, it is

[conducted by] the head kurödo. When he asks if they have waited at the

koitajiki [today], the [custodians of the] palace provisions office Tonomori no

Tsukasa answer that this was not the case. If the head kurödo is there, they ask

for permission (menkyo209) on their knees [to be released from their daily
duties]. After their return, they play and sing.

12. When going to sleep, the dining table in the Courtiers' Hall is placed at the wall
of the Kyöshoden,210 and everyone goes to the tatami mats and lies down. They
take the zither {wagon) and render it their pillow. The people in sokutai211 dress

remove the leather belt (uwate212). The kurödo who have a night shift at the

palace spread their tatami mats213 in the Demon Room.

13. The kurödo and hikurödo214 [of the sixth rank] are summoned to carry the oil
for the lamps to the Royal Bedroom. They open the pivot-hinged door
(itatakido) [between the Emperor's bedroom and his daily living quarters],
enter, and ensure that [the lamps] stay on all night. The hikurödo stand at

the door, do not look inside, and enlighten the oil lamps as well as the

208 tenjöguchi ®T O : entrance to the Courtiers' Hall facing the gates Mumyömon MT Fl and

Shinsenmon Willi PI. Here, the Courtiers' Hall was entered through the wooden floor (itajiki UtSSt)

or the shoe-removing (kutsunugi -tUjlft). At the tenjöguchi, people who had no access to the

Courtiers' Hall too were received.

209 Wada (1989b : 404) interprets menkyo W.ÎT (permit) as permission to register their leave in the

so-called monzeki FlîS, a list of names of court officials who were allowed to enter the palace. This

list was placed at the palace gate, and it was changed twice a month, on the first and 16th day
respectively.
210 Kyöshoden fi#®: see note 29.

211 solcutai official dress worn by the emperor and court officials at ceremonies, palace

visits, and official government business. It consisted of a cap (kanmuri M), a round-neck robe {hö

ffi), a short-sleeved undergarment (hanpi WW), a shitagasane Til undergarment, an akome fB

undergarment, an unlined garment (hitoe T), white overtrousers (ue no hakama SKÎf ökuchi W

P trousers, a leather belt {sekitai T î§), shoes (kutsu fft), and under-shoes (shitözu j®. Part of this

outfit were also a ritual baton (shaku ^j) and a letter paper {tatö ifelS). Military officers additionally
carried a sword {tsurugi $1) and a flat binding cord (hirao TU).
212 uwate TT: leather belt attached to the left end of the sekitai T# belt, a special belt used in
ceremonial court dress, covered in black lacquer and decorated with stones and jewels.
213 tatami S: In the Heian period the tatami mats did not have a fixed wooden frame but only a

thin border.

214 hikurödo A (also hishiki TU): staff members of the chamberlains' office Kurödodokoro,
who were chosen from respectable families of people from the sixth rank and served under the

kurödo. When there were vacancies among the kurödo of the sixth rank, they were usually filled by
a former hikurödo (cf. Wada 1983: 215).
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kaitomoshi lanterns215 [in the four corners of the bedroom], beginning in
the southeastern corner and disappearing (kakushitsu216) from the
northeastern corner. They do not pass [the front of] the eastern pillow217 of the
curtained sleeping platform (michö218).

14. On the first day of every month, the kurödo [in duty] changes the timesheets

on the [duty] board. He opens the folded end of the old sheets and writes
down the number of the court officials' attended days. He signs them
before the third day and reports them to the Emperor. In the case of senior
nobles (kugyö219) as well as shönagon220 and geki,221 it is signed and

reported by the daigeki.222 In the case of benkan,223 it is reported by the

215 kaitomoshi IfjfT : light in the Royal Bedroom. In order to protect the imperial regalia, i.e., the

treasured sword and the emperor's seal that were enshrined in the imperial bedroom, the light was
stirred {kaku S < to be kept burning throughout the whole night.
216 Wada (1989b: 405) transmits hatsu iio (to end). A manuscript from 1527, available online
(see note 15), which may have been the model for the Shintei kögaku sösho transcript, renders the

pertaining text passage as kakushitsu £»< to, referring to the completed act of disappearance.
217 The direction of the east allows to enter Yang S§ energy, and therefore the pillow was directed

towards the east. The kurödo probably did not pass there in order to avoid blocking the Yang

energy.
218 michö #PR: a sort of baldachin serving as the sleeping platform of the emperor. On a square
podest (hamayuka fftJS), tatami mats were spread, and pillars were erected at the four corners. The

baldachin was covered with curtains (tobari IS), ofwhich the middle curtain was rolled up in order

to create an entrance.
219 kugyö (also called kandachime JiiÉnli, gekkei M HP, gesshö §Pf@, or kyokuro St$£): a

general term for nobles of the third rank and above, comprising the Grand Minister (daijödaijin X
îkX IS), the Minister of the Left (sadaijin X.X IS), the Minister of the Right (udaijin XX E), as well
as the Chief Councilors of State (dainagon ^C#5"B"), the Vice Chief Councilors of State (chünagon T1

ÄÜ), and the State Councilors (sangi #S£).
220 shönagon 'XfflUS': Lesser Councilor of State of the junior fifth rank, lower grade, staff member

of the Council of State (Daijôkan XtëCë). Shönagon commanded the officials of the council
secretariat Geki ^T-flE (see note 221) and organized the executive offices of said department.
221 Geki £1-15: office (or officials) of the Council of State in charge of corrections of drafts of
imperial edicts and the writing of reports to the emperor, as well as the administration of
ceremonies. It consisted of two senior secretaries (daigeki see note 222), two junior secretaries

(shögeki 'Xfl-fE), ten scribes (shishö Ü), etc. Later on, the geki came to represent the Shönagon
office (Shönagonkyoku Xttfiliko) and was called Gekikyoku ^t-S5JUj.

222 daigeki two staff members of the Department of State of the senior seventh rank,

upper grade; highest in rank of the council secretariat Geki (see note 221). The daigeki, together
with the shögeki were responsible for personal affairs, imperial edicts, and the organization

of the council secretariat.

223 benkan #TÉT (also ben #): office of the Department of State in charge of documents, business,
and the communication between the different government offices and provinces. It was divided
into a Benkan of the Left (sabenkan &#"B") and a Benkan of the Right (ubenkan X&Hi).
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shi.224 In the [Engi]shiki, it says that on the first day and intensified days
(jünichi)225 bad things are mostly not reported.

15. On the Six Days of Fasting (rokusainich226), abstinence needs to be observed

without fail. The meal at the Courtiers' Hall is also a mixture of vegetable-
based food and fish dishes (suemaze227). The gojisö228 brings the Emperor's
meal. No rice is added. Mostly, no food except the one from the imperial table

office Naizen229 is eaten. The imperial food, brought by the gojiisö, is put out on
the dining table of the Courtiers' Hall.

16. On the eighteenth day, the Memorial Service to Kannon (Kannon-gu23°) takes

place. The azari monk of the [annual Shingon prayer rituals] Later Seven

Days231 is in charge throughout the whole year. It is custom that he serves at

the principal object of worship (honzon). It is located between the Eleven-

Faced Kannon (Jüichimen Kannon), the Shökannon, and the Nyoirin
Kannon.232 During the Enkyü era [1069-1074] [the worship of] the Nyoirin Kannon

was conducted separately. The monks of the mountain (yamahöshi233) were
also in charge of this.

224 shi fi: secretary (sakan fift) of the Department of Worship or the Department of State, in
charge of documents and the handling of general affairs reported by the various government
offices.

225 jünichi fi 0 : days of the Snake, on which Yang energy accumulates, and days of the Boar, on

which Yin energy intensifies. As it was believed that misfortunes would double, affairs that were

thought unfortunate were avoided on these days. Conversely, auspicious events were believed to

double as well, but marriages were avoided because a second marriage would not be desirable.

226 rokusainichi 0 : see note 19.

227 suemaze JUS: mixture of vegetable-based food (shöjinmono and fish in accordance

with the rules of abstinence.

228 gojisö ftSfit (tiflffi!): monk who worked in the Altar Room (butsuma JA [IS]) of the palace and

was in charge of protecting the emperor. Only monks of the temples Tôji fi#, Enryakuji $Ëlf#,
and Onjöji pSfifÈ# were allowed for this position.
229 Naizen rtMt: abbreviation of Naizenshi Pali's] (also Uchinokashiwade no Tsukasa), an office

that belonged to the Ministry of the Imperial Household and that was in charge of the administration

of food preparation and poison tasting of the emperor's meals.

230 Kannon-gu Ilia ffi: see note 20.

231 goshichinichi no azari HT; g © fc è* 9 : abbot calling on the Shingon'in the imperial palace to

conduct the Buddhist prayers of the so-called Later Seven Days, lasting from the 8th to the 14th day
of the first month. This service was conducted by the principal of the Tôji temple. From the first to
the 7th day Shinto rituals for the gods (kami) were conducted. These were called Former Seven

Days (zenshichinichi tu-fa 0

232 Jüichimen Kannon T—Sills1 (Ekadasamukha], Shökannon SSI b1 (Avalokitesvara),

Nyoirin Kannon Ür (Cintämanicakra): three of the six Boddhisattva's, the Buddhist
deities of compassion.
233 yamahöshi [irifeffi: monks of the Enryakuji temple on the mountain Hieizan ibtXlil
who notably emerged as warrior monks at the end of the Heian period.
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17. For the Purification of the Seven Evils (shichirai no on-harae234), a fixed day
Ghitsuide) is chosen. [Newly appointed] kurödo [of the sixth rank] (gern no kurödo)

consult about it and take measures. Among [the tenjöbito of] the fifth rank, seven

are chosen as messengers [for the seven places], and [the exorcism] is conducted.

The officials of the royal guard office Konoe no Tsukasa235 with wooden boards
(kensaku236) do not necessarily attend. On the dining table in the Table Room,

woven straw mats (mushiro) are laid out because the dining table is private (watakush-

imono), and on it a doll-chest, brought by the Yin-Yang Master, is placed, and lady-

in-waiting-dolls are dressed. They are put into the chest and tied up with strings
made of twisted paper (kamibineri). Jörö nyöbö bring them, and after having
caressed the bodies [of the dolls], they put them into the dress box (misobako),

prepare a one-layered garment (hitoe), wrap them tightiy and, at the same time,
leave from the western side of the Table Room.

18. The Daiyaku Festival (daiyaku matsuri) 237 is conducted by the presiding Yin-

Yang Master. The purification of the last day of the month (tsugomori no on-
harae238) is approximately the same. Kurödo act as messengers.

19. The invocations at the end of the month (tsugomori no on-nenju239) are conducted

by the azari monk of the [annual Shingon prayer rituals] Later Seven Days at the

Shingon'in.240 The bureau of the imperial palace kitchen Öiryö241 provides the rice.

234 shichirai no on-harae b x_: purification ritual conducted every month at a

propitious day fixed by an oracle. Dolls (hitogata KW) bearing the emperor's calamities were brought
to seven rapids by seven imperial messengers and then set adrift.
235 Konoe no Tsukasa ûxttru] (1fitSîiff, also read Konoefu): one of the six guard offices. Its armed

guards watched the palace and participated in court ceremonies. They also accompanied the

emperor during imperial outings. The office was split into a Guard Office of the Right (Ukon 'efu ia

jfriliiff) and a Guard Office of the Left (Sakon'efu Äüx#riff) and consisted of Generals (taishö A
W), Vice-Generals (chüjö A'ffi), Major Generals (shöshö lb#), etc.

236 kensaku 3? : board held in the right hand when wearing the official sokutai dress (see note 211).

237 daiyakumatsuri : one of the religious services conducted on the last day of every month
at the Yin-Yang Office, aimed at securing the emperor's health and longevity.
238 tsugomori no on-harae BStDjftUpMA: purification ritual conducted on the last day of the sixth
and twelfth month at the Suzakumon Gate

239 tsugomori no on-nenju SSWliP.'itSl: prayers for the protection of the emperor by reciting
sutras, the Buddha's name, and mantras according to the three mysteries (sanmitsu E.ÎË) of the

Shingon school.

240 Shingon'in la PJt : prayer hall of the court, established in 834 due to a petition to the emperor
by Kükai S'/S (774-835), the founder of the Shingon school. The annual Shingon prayer ritual
Later Seven Days (goshichinichi fjl -b 0 (see note 231) was conducted between the 8th and 14th day
of the first month.
241 Öiryö ikitfcSF: part of the Ministry of the Imperial Household according to the Ritsuryö system.
The Öiryö was in charge of the storage of rice and cereals from the various provinces and its
distribution to the government offices.
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242 Mfdiû gyöj'i 1926-1931:1-8.
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